What is Liturgy?

Romans 12.1, 2 // January 5, 2020

Notes:

Formed by Habits
A Duke University study claimed that 40% of all we do in a day is from habit. The
reason we may not recognize that is because, well, they are habits. Habits shape
us and form us, more than we actually shape and form habits. Most of our habits

We are not born to worship.
We are born worshipping.
If we are not in the pursuit of transforming our minds for the purpose of godliness,
something else will be conforming us to its own image. This is why we ought to

Liturgy: Habits exposed
Liturgy: a pattern of actions done repeatedly as an act of worship, or in order to
facilitate worship.

The difference between habit and liturgy is that we admit that
liturgy is for the purpose of worship.
Justin Earley
Our actions are not neutral. Our hearts are always in gear, always moving forward
toward something or someone. The recognition of our habits as liturgy helps us
determine where it is our hearts are headed toward. Are we being conformed
into the image of our King Jesus? Or are our habits conforming us to the image
of lesser kings, idols, and worldly longings?

Swimming Against the current
1 Timothy 4.7-10

repetitions that are used to train (and re-train) us for the purpose of being
proactive, intentional, and on the offensive to work toward godliness. We start
small but be as consistent as possible so that it becomes like muscle memory.

Limitations, not freedom, enables us to be more productive and
effective in our pursuit of godliness.
We must take an active role in the forming of our habits if we recognize that our
habits will be forming us. To prepare for Him room in our hearts and lives, we must
learn to plan purposeful neglect so that we can be a continual living sacrifice for
our King.

Philippians 4:8
Finally, brothers, whatever is true, whatever is honorable, whatever is just,
whatever is pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is commendable, if there is any
excellence, if there is anything worthy of praise, think about these things.
Elder Candidates
Tyler Willis and Casey Barnes

Before group starts, who can share the Memory Verse?
Read Romans 12.1, 2. What stands out in this passage, and what
stuck out to you most from the sermon on Sunday?
________________________________________________________________________

Preaching the Gospel to Yourself
What aspect of the Gospel do you find in this passage that gives
you a greater desire to pursue godliness and the renewing of your
mind?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Repent and Ask for Provision
Take an inventory of your habits. What are some habits that you do
that you di
sermon? What thoughts do you have on how you will approach
fixing these bad habits, as well as forming new ones?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Your Life Mission
The pursuit of godliness and the renewal of our mind must be
collaborative and communal. Though there are many habits that
we can form on our own, so many are difficult, at teams even
impossible, to form in isolation. Where do you need help in forming
certain habits? Ask your Community Group for help, commit to some
of these together, or with a couple friends or a spouse.
What conversations are coming up, maybe over Christmas, that you
need prayer for, that you would have love, compassion, and
boldness to share the Gospel with?
End the evening in a time of prayer, praying through the theme of
the night using the P.R.A.Y. model with your group. Pray for those in
your life that God has brought for you to be an ambassador of His
Kingdom. Make sure to end your time of prayer Yielding with
Thanksgiving
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